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Port
The city tastes of the sea,
rings saltpeter bells,
sways its long arms of willow,
licks the frightened bones of its planes,
and flees in a tangled web of defection.
It frantically moves its feet in the sky,
dances in the wind and the water,
and taps its heels to the beat of the rain, click, click.
It runs in a frenzy from alley to alley,
flees as if it were fog itself,
and sinks with a clamor and din.
And there below the human soul, its smoke, its chimney,
its heaps of kilns and contentions,
its thousands of steps cleaving to each day.
A vast sea of fireflies,
the port,
its men and women.

Branches along Amhurst Road
Aligned like shanks, the trunks:
renegade corals in the forest of fog,
raised splinters and an uproar,
a strained and frozen web.
Black branches against the cloudless sky,
all depths drained,
a profusion of scribbles and grapnels,
scratches on January’s gray page.
Against the harsh wall of open sky
—a wall of blue plaster and endless cobalt—
grows a bramble of branches.
When bared to the air, they crumble:
flakes of dust and peach fuzz,
motionless genuflection toward earth.
Frozen roots in the air.
Branches like a net,
like flames.
Like arms of wind, raised,
the sky’s crucifixion, a grapnel.

Queen’s Park
One garden is another garden and the flowers wear out
the gaze that drags loosely along the dirt path
—roses and geraniums peeking out,
rhododendrons and pragmatic azaleas.
One garden is another garden if the soul dissolved again,
if the sugars of one summer lived on in the next.
One garden is another garden and none persists,
none erects its own contents
or repercussions that aren’t redundant,
messy tangles if neglected,
dull ranks if tended too strictly.
The shade’s place to play,
the blue corner of albums and encyclopedias,
a splendid moor pursued step by step
with the care of one who avoids confusion, error,
who every day inserts more distress in the idea,
a desolate and almost vague smothering.
One garden is another garden full of flowers, empty,
spent and betrayed by its never repetition.
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